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Mar 24, 2014 Just a test.I saved the soundtrack from a PC to an mp3 or an OGG with CyberLink Power2Go 10. I renamed it before playing in the same way as if I had imported the soundtrack in the game. So no problem here. For mp3 files, I uploaded the files on MediaFire and you can now find them here ( I can send them by email ). For OGG files, I uploaded
them on. Dec 27, 2011 I've been trying to figure out how to get the songs on this game to play in the right sequence. So I found this and downloaded the player. It came in a zip file. I extracted it to C:\Users\User Name. I then found the player, saved it and there was no longer an . Jun 22, 2018 I managed to mount the files via game root and copy to Music folder.
I can play the radios there and it will show up as reported in game. However, when I copy it to another folder and try to play it will only play a few seconds then it will stop and just say "Playing Backwards" Sep 28, 2018 I downloaded the files from the root directory, in the media folder as the game advertises in a . Download GTA Vice City Ultimate Soundtrack
Loops. Music, sound effects and voice samples. Jun 7, 2019 I've been trying to play/listen to the radio in the game for a while, i.e. when I load up GTA VC, I can't find the player anywhere in my computer. May 16, 2019 Hey I know there's a mod out there that allows you to keep the default radio station names when you transfer songs over. It's called the Custom
Radio Station Transfer. When I'd first started the mod I was really pleased with it, but then it seems to have been abandoned. So I downloaded it again and tried to follow the instructions in the readme and it didn't work. It says to install the 'My Vice City-Audio-Mod-MP3-Player' but I can't find it on the website either. I'm not sure it's abandoned or if it can be
installed in another way. Oct 12, 2019 I'm wondering if there is a way to enable the mp3 or playlist player in the game? The default path is in the game's directory, but when I use my PC to open the
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I bought the game on a cdrom and there is no mp3 file of it. On the disc i have it has the file name radio.asi but not sure what it is. Can anyone help me? Nov 17, 2009 Read the file named "README" in the zip file provided. I went to the folder that contained the radio station from san and pasted it on the root directory and renamed it to radio.ini. Then went to the
vc folder and copied the radio.asi file to that directory. Now the problem is it doesn't recognize any of the tracks (radio station files) in the backup folder. Where can I find the radio station from san and is it working right? Apr 8, 2011 How do you get from the third-person view to first-person view on Vice City? It's located in the first-person view menu. You'll see it
when you click the [A] icon on the PS3 [H]Menu Mar 21, 2011 Is it possible to move everything from Vice City to San Andreas, in vice city pickup all stats, characters, etc. And are there any speeders? From the Vice City file you'll see that there's no speeders, and no music track in the radio stations. Dec 1, 2011 can i rip this into a rippable game? Click the [C]
icon and choose rip, and select the file VICE_ISO_5.2G. Apr 4, 2012 Why are the sounds in Vice City FM using a "Loop". Also, why aren't the music files being included with the PSP game? In vice city you'll find the file radio.asi which you need to copy to . Sep 2, 2012 Do you know how to get the scanner thing to work, because I want to put my car radio on
there. Find that file and put it in the root directory and edit it with notepad and rename it to radio.ini May 26, 2015 I have all the.asi files in my gta vc radio folder, but it still says I need to copy them to the root dir, don't know what else I need to do, will the game need to be in full? Under "Music" on the map window, navigate to the folder f678ea9f9e
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